
NEW DAILY LOTTERY GAME

 Launch date – February 2018
 Price: $2
 InstaPik only
 Game Structure: 1 set of 5 cards (same cards used for Instant Win & Nightly Draw)
 Draws take place DAILY at 11:29:59 pm (AT)
 Add TAG for $1 for a chance to win up to $100,000
 Advance Play is not available on this game
 2 Ways to Win: Win up to $10,000 Instantly and up to $100,000 on the Nightly Draw



HOW TO PLAY

Players can purchase a POKER LOTTO ticket by asking the retailer for a POKER LOTTO 
InstaPik, where one play of 5 cards will print on the ticket.  

Players can choose up to 3 selections per ticket for a maximum total ticket value of $6.  

Each selection will include 1 Instant Win game play and 1 Nightly Draw play.



ONE TICKET = 2 WAYS TO PLAY

INSTANT WIN: Players win the instant portion by viewing an animation of a 5 card poker game on the CDU 

and matching their hand with one of the winning hands displayed on the on the right side of the screen.  If 

the instant play is a win, the terminal will play a winning sound and will highlight the winning cards and 

prize level on the CDU.

NIGHTLY DRAW: Players can also win on the nightly draw portion by matching 2, 3, 4 or 5 of the cards (you 

do not need a Poker hand to win).  The draw’s winning cards will be selected by an electronic draw 

machine.

Note: If the ticket is a winner on the instant portion, the player can choose to validate the ticket right away 

or wait until after the nightly draw. If the ticket is validated immediately, have the player sign the ticket and 

return the ticket for validation.  The ticket must be signed and returned to the player.
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HOW TO WIN!
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IMPORTANT MESSAGES

VALIDATION

Instant Win: If a player wins Instantly and would like to validate the ticket right away, retailers must give 
the player the ticket to sign.  Once the ticket is signed, the retailer can validate in order to pay out the 
prize (if the prize is under your maximum payout limit).  Once the prize has been paid, the ticket is 
returned to the player for the nightly draw.  

Retailers must validate the ticket before paying out the prize. 

Players also have the option to validate the Instant Win after the nightly draw.  
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TICKET CANCELLATION

 A POKER LOTTO ticket may only be voided/cancelled…
• Before the Nightly draw
• At the retail location in which it was purchased

 Retailers must call Atlantic Lottery’s Customer Care Centre in order to void a ticket. A Customer Care 
Agent will provide access to the retailer to void/cancel the POKER LOTTO ticket on the their terminal.  The 
retailer will then be able to void/cancel the POKER LOTTO ticket and once the ticket is voided/cancelled 
the Customer Care Agent will remove the option.

 Retailers must keep all void/cancelled tickets for 3 months

IMPORTANT MESSAGES


